
Structured Water Created By Clayton

Portable Unit
Portable 

Specs: 4.12 inches/ 10.48 cm (L)  X 3.12 inches/7.94 cm (Diam.)  Wt 1 lb.

 HDPE, High Density Poly Ethylene, food grade

Use

  Thanks for helping maintain a green
earth environment.

For questions call Clayton
970-946-5804

Thank You
for your Purchase

IMPORTANT
  Taking hot baths or pouring hot water through the unit for tea or co�ee is acceptable for
liquid temperatures up to 140°F or 60°C.  

Through a healthy environment of air
and water humanity will have the
greatest possibility of reaching its

optimal potential.

The Portable Unit is a wonderful unit for increasing the energy, improving flavor
and taste, and neutralizing the toxins of any liquid or beverage. 

Simply pour the liquid through the funnel end of the unit into a glass or container.
Passing a liquid through the unit additional times increases the levels of energy
to optimal levels. Flavor and taste improvements often occur with “multiple pass”
through the structuring unit.

  Your Satisfaction is Guaranteed
Thanks for helping maintain a green earth environment.



 Health and Enjoyment

IDEAS FOR ENJOYING YOUR PORTABLE

Enjoy the benefits of structuring your water, co�ee, soda, tea, juice, beer, wine, or
other beverages of your choice. The Portable is small enough that it can be taken to a
restaurant to structure all your beverages. You may find an extra glass helpful to pour
the structured drink into. If the glass is hard to pour from, or lots of ice is in the way,
simply spooning the liquid a little at a time into the mouth of the Portable will
structure the liquid in the entire glass.  

   The “Pinkie Pour” Technique
This will allow one to pour structured liquids wherever they desire. A few drops of the
“now-structured” liquid back into the glass or bottle will change the way it tastes. To
create a twice-structured drink, fill the chamber only halfway and then pour it back
out the funnel side. 

For multiple structured drinks, cover the funnel tightly at the top, while holding the
pinkie on the other. Shake the liquid inside back and forth, from tip back to funnel, to
create the multiple pass e�ect. This technique requires a hand size large enough to
cover the funnel firmly. Also, it’s probably best done with water as a certain amount of
spillage is likely. Experiment with care! 

The “Pinkie Pour” Technique allows one to also turn the Portable into a convenient
goblet and enjoy a structured beverage directly from the unit. Just remember to keep
the pinkie firmly in place!   

Use the water from your unit to wash or soak your fruits and vegetables for use in
eating and cooking. Also, structure your liquids while cooking, such as in soups or
stews. Submerging bottles or your foods in an airtight container in structured water
has been used to improve flavors and tastes of food. Pour warm water through the
Portable Unit for pleasant footbaths.
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Garden and Outdoor Uses

MORE IDEAS FOR ENJOYING YOUR PORTABLE

      In the garden, pour water through the Portable Unit to enhance the health and
growth of all your plants and flowers.  Enjoy watching your plants become healthier. 
 The plants require  less water when that water is Structured.

Animals and Livestock love Structured Water too!  Fill up the pet’s water bowls, stock
tanks, the fish aquarium, or the birdbaths, ponds and fountains....   Use
Structured Water wherever you use water around your home, farm, commercial and
or Industrial applications.

The Portable Unit’s  light and compact design make it easy to take hiking or camping
on your next vacation.   Window washing just got a whole lot easier as structured
water reduces film and streaking.

Structured Breathing - How it Works For You.
Many folks now using Structuring Units to energize and neutralize toxins from their daily water
intake, are beginning to find out and explore the notion of using their same unit as a Structured
Breathing device.   

Through the use of Structured Breathing, every person has the ability to open and maintain a
regulating nervous system!     

As we have discussed above, just know this...behind these sensational new awarenesses and
experiences are the fundamental recalibration and regulation of the Autonomic Nervous
System. The structuring process is making that happen by bringing the body back into balance.
Enjoy it as part of your daily structured life. Stay structured, my friends!  

Discover "What More Is Possible" at:  ClaytonNolte.com 
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1. Cleaning Unit: Clean by soaking the unit in a bath of water and apple cider
vinegar, warm soapy water, or by running thru the dishwasher.  

2. Storing Unit: The Portable can be drained and stored in either direction,i.e.,
spout up, or spout down.

3. Warranty: This unit comes with 9-year warranty against manufacturer defects.
Misuse of the unit is not covered.

4. Cautions: Avoid leaving this unit in freezing temperatures with residual water
inside as it may damage the unit and impair its function.

5. Avoid dropping this unit as it may result in damage or impaired function.

Portable Care and Cleaning
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 Carefree  Ease of Use
All install-able products are engineered for simple installation with
standard plumbing parts. Instructions are included. 

Cleaning: 
Normal inline operation of the installed product will continuously clean the product.
 
The Portable Unit is dishwasher safe and can also be cleaned by soaking it overnight
submerged in a solution of 1/2 cup of vinegar and Structured Water. When used to
process liquids other than water, the unit should be rinsed immediately with hot
water.

NOTE:   Structured Water research shows Structured Water incorporates the
vibration of its immediate surroundings. Further study showes, that Structured
Water diminishes quickly in environments in which there is adversity and chaos
and lasts longer in a harmonious peaceful environment. 

It has also been discovered that Structured Water can incorporate the energies of
thoughts and beliefs. You can, therefore, support the water’s fine quality by
maintaining an attitude of positive expectations about the water when you
prepare or use Structured Water.
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Subtle Influences on Water Quality


